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	This completely revised second edition presents an introduction to statistical pattern recognition. Pattern recognition in general covers a wide range of problems: it is applied to engineering problems, such as character readers and wave form analysis as well as to brain modeling in biology and psychology. Statistical decision and estimation, which are the main subjects of this book, are regarded as fundamental to the study of pattern recognition. This book is appropriate as a text for introductory courses in pattern recognition and as a reference book for workers in the field. Each chapter contains computer projects as well as exercises.
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OCP Java SE 6 Programmer Practice Exams (Exam 310-065)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Since you’ve decided to pick this book up, we’re guessing that you’re considering
	taking the OCP Java SE 6 Programmer exam.


	The OCP Java SE Programmer exam is considered one of the hardest in the
	IT industry, and we can tell you from experience that a large percentage of exam
	candidates go in to the test...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With the second edition of this popular book, you’ll learn how to build HTML5 and CSS3-based apps that access geolocation, accelerometer, multi-touch screens, offline storage, and other features in today’s smartphones, tablets, and feature phones. The market for mobile apps continues to evolve at a breakneck pace, and...
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The Packaging Designer's Book of PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	For more than two decades, The Packaging Designer's Book of Patterns has served as an indispensable source of ideas and practical solutions for a wide range of packaging design challenges.


	This Fourth Edition offers more than 600 patterns and structural designs—more than any other book—all drawn to...
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XML DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The fast and easy way to learn XML
 Start programming in XML right away using this easy-to-follow guide.  XML Demystified explains how to build XML web applications that work on any platform or browser.  Step-by-step instructions with lots of examples help you learn quickly. 

 This one-of-a-kind...
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The Routledge Handbook of Arabic TranslationRoutledge, 2019

	
		Translation-related activities from and into Arabic have significantly increased in the last few years, in both scope and scale. The launch of a number of national translation projects, policies and awards in a number of Arab countries, together with the increasing translation from Arabic in a wide range of subject areas outside the...
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PCI Express System ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2003
PCI Express is the third-generation Peripheral Component Inter-connect technology for a wide range of systems and peripheral devices. Incorporating recent advances in high-speed, point-to-point interconnects, PCI Express provides significantly higher performance, reliability, and enhanced capabilities—at a lower...
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